Abstract. An unconditionally stable fully discrete finite element method for the Korteweg-de Vries equation is presented. In addition to satisfying optimal order global estimates, it is shown that this method is superconvergent at the nodes. The algorithm is derived from the conservative method proposed by the second author by the introduction of a small time-independent forcing term into the discrete equations. This term is a form of the quasiprojection which was first employed in the analysis of superconvergence phenomena for parabolic problems. However, in the present work, unlike in the parabolic case, the quasiprojection is used as perturbation of the discrete equations and does not affect the choice of initial values.
1. Introduction. The Korteweg-de Vries equation arises in the modelling of long unidirectional water waves of small amplitude and similar phenomena. See [6] for a discussion. We shall consider the periodic initial value problem. Thus, given a smooth 1-periodic function u0, the solution u(x, t) is defined by u, + 2uux + uxxx = 0, x E R, 0 < t < T, (1.1) u(x, 0) = u0(x), x ER, u(x, t) = u(x + l,t), x E R, 0 < t < T.
In [7] the second author presented a finite element procedure for approximating the solution. In this procedure spatial discretization is accomplished by a Galerkin method with the trial and test spaces consisting of piecewise polynomials of differing degrees. Timestepping is by an unconditionally stable three-level scheme which requires the factorization of only a single periodic band matrix once for all timesteps. It was shown that as the mesh is refined the approximation converges in the L2 and Hx norms at the optimal asymptotic rate for the degree of the trial functions employed. In this paper we introduce a related finite element method which retains these desirable properties and is, in addition, superconvergent. This means that as the mesh is refined the function values at the nodes of the partition converge with an asymptotic rate roughly equal to twice the global rate. The present method is distinguished from that of [7] by the presence of a particular small time-independent forcing term in the discrete equations. This term is closely related to the quasiprojection introduced by Douglas, Dupont, and Wheeler in their paper [5] establishing superconvergence for finite element methods applied to linear secondorder parabolic and hyperbolic problems, and generalized to nonlinear parabolic problems in [1] . However, unlike in these works, we do not use our quasiprojection to alter the initialization of the method. Rather the defining equations themselves are altered.
The extra computational work involved in the present scheme as compared to that of [7] is small and does not increase with the number of timesteps, although additional code is required. The authors feel that the present scheme supercedes the earlier one at least whenever high accuracy is desired. The implementation of the scheme is summarized in Section 5 of the paper.
An alternative to the Korteweg-de Vries equation has been proposed in [3] . Superconvergence of a standard finite element method for this and other Sobolev equations has been established by related but simpler means and without the use of a quasiprojection [2] .
2. Notations and Preliminaries. They th derivative with respect to x of a function/ will often be denoted dJJ, and d]j will be abbreviated to dj. Similarly, cPJ denotes they'th derivative with respect to the temporal variable. For small j the subscript notation will also be used: fx,fxx,fxl, etc.
If J is an interval and m a nonnegative integer, Hm(J) shall denote the usual Sobolev space. When J is omitted the unit interval / is assumed. The addition of the subscript p indicates periodicity:
H? ={fE Hm(I) | dif\x0 = 0,j = 0,l,...,m-l}.
The norm on this space is the usual Hm norm and will be denoted by || • ||m, or simply || • || if m = 0. The dual norm to //" with respect to the H° inner product is denoted || • ||_m. Each of these spaces is a Hubert space and, for m positive, a Banach algebra. Bona and Smith [4] have established regularity results in these spaces for the equation (1.1). In particular, if w0 is a smooth periodic function, then u is smooth and there is a constant C, depending only on \\u0\\s and s such that \\dfu\\s_3J < C, 0 < t < T, for integers s > 2 and j > 0 satisfying s -3j > 0. This is shown in the proof of Theorem 3 of [4] for the pure initial value problem and s > 3. The case s = 2 and that of periodicity conditions are covered in the appendices. We let (<b, \p) = /¿ <p(jc)i//(jt) dx denote the inner product in H°. If S is any subspace of H°, then
is the closed subspace consisting of functions with mean value zero. Note that on the space Hx the inner product A(<¡>, \p) = (<f>x, \px) gives rise to a norm equivalent to the H ' norm.
A bounded linear operator A: H° -» Hx is defined by (A^>)x = <f> -(<f>, 1). Note that A maps H™~x boundedly into H™ for m > 0. In fact <p i-h» ||A<p||m + |(<p, 1)| is equivalent to the m -1 norm. Also Al = 0 and A<k = </> -(</>, 1). Moreover, for (A*, *) = (A</>, * -(*, 1)) = (A<f>, (A*U and hence A is antisymmetric on H°.
The finite element spaces are defined with reference to partitions 5 = {jc,}ÍÍo> where M is a positive integer depending on 5, and 0 = x0 < xx < ■ ■ • < xM = 1. For a fixed integer r > 2, let ^(5) be the space of all continuous functions on / whose restriction to each interval [x¡_x, x¡] coincides with a polynomial of degree less than r. The trial and test spaces we shall use are, respectively, S = Ss = Hi n %{8) and S* = 55* -H2 n #,+ ,(«).
Note that dim S = dim S* = M(r -1).
An elliptic projector Px : Hx -» S is defined by A(Px<f>, \p) = A(<¡>, \p) for all uV E S and (jP,^>, 1) = (</>, 1). We set V = Pxu. We also let P0: L2-^S denote the L2 projection.
Let h = hs = max(jc, -x¡_x). It is well known that there is a constant C such that ||P,w -w|| + h\\Pxw -w\\x < CA*||w||" wE Hs,l <s <r.
In addition, we assume that, for some constant C, ||Powlli < CIMIi f°r ap artitions under consideration. This is the case if we restrict ourselves to a quasiuniform family of partitions. It implies that Here the perturbation e E S and the initial functions U° and U ' have to be specified. We shall always assume that e is independent of n and satisfies (2.4) ||e||_, < C{/c2 + />'-'}.
In the case e = 0, this method was analyzed in [7] and optimal order Hx and H°e rror estimates derived. Note that once e, U°, and Ux are given, the determination of U requires only the factorization of a single periodic band matrix, once for all timesteps.
Observe that the mean value of the solution u of (1.1) is independent of time. If U° and Ux are specified such that (U°, 1) = (Ux, 1) = (w0, 1), as they will be, then the method (2.3) is equivalent to determining U: {0, 1, . . . , N) ->• S + (u0, 1) = {W E S\(W,l) = («0, 1)} such that (2.5) -{ADU+ (U)2, ju) + A(0, ju) = (e, /t), p. e S, n -1, 2,. .., N -1.
Assume that e E S is determined by (2.6) (e, ft) = -(AW + (Ux)2, ju) + A(U° + kW, /t), (i65, for a given H7 G 5. Then (2.5) implies that
In this way the perturbation e serves to impose a specific value for DUX. This will be used later to guarantee that \\D(u" -U")\\x is sufficiently small. Let us remark in passing that the technique of perturbing the discrete equations to force the initial value of a time difference or derivative is applicable more generally. Now, let e = u -U denote the error. The Hx convergence estimates for the method (2.3) are stated below. These estimates generalize those of Theorem 5.1 in [7] and may be obtained by an argument similar to the one in [7] by considering the perturbation e as an additional error term. Theorem 2.1. Assume that the perturbation e satisfies (2.4). Then there is a positive constant C, depending on ||M0||r+9, such that if h < C'x and \\e°\\x, \\ex\\x, H-D+t-0!!,, and \\D + ex\\x < C, then the error in the solution U of (2.3) satisfies \\en\\x < C(k2 + hr~x + \\e% + He1!!,), n = 0, i, . . . , N, and \\D + e"\\x < C(k2 + hr~x + \\e% + He'll, + \\D+e°\\x + \\D + e%), n = 0, 1, . . . , N -1.
Note that Theorem 2.1 does not provide error estimates in terms solely of known quantities, because D+ex is not known a priori. This difficulty may be overcome by proper choice of the perturbation e as indicated in the previous paragraph. In Section 4 we shall make particular choices of U°, Ux, and e. It should be remarked that the methods of [7] may also be used to prove optimal order error estimates in H°, but we shall not need these.
3. The Superconvergent Perturbation Method. In this section we specify the perturbation function e and the initial values and state the superconvergence theorem. To motivate our choice of e, we consider first a semidiscrete finite element method for the linear equation u, + ux + uxxx = 0 and outline in this simpler context the main ideas leading to the superconvergence estimate. The fully discrete nonlinear case will be treated in full detail in the following section. (JU, n) -A(U, ju) = -(e, ju), fiE S,0 <t <T.
The perturbation e E S will be specified below. The initial value of U is taken to be V(0) (for the time being V denotes the elliptic projection of the solution of the linear equation). In order to be sure that the discretized system has a solution, we assume that P0AS = S, or, equivalents/, that P0S* = S. However, no such assumption will be necessary when we consider the fully discrete method. Our goal is that the error e = u -U satisfy in addition to the global estimates (3.1) \\e\\x + IKH, < Chr~\ 0 < t < T, also the superconvergent estimate (3.2) \e(x, t)\ < Ch2(r~x\ xE8,0 <t <T.
We begin by comparing U to V. Letting Z0= u -V,90= V -U, we have Third, using the techniques available for analyzing superconvergence for elliptic problems in one dimension, one can show that
Finally, the definition of the quasiprojection is contrived so that if we substitute 2~í=1 Z, into the form associated with the linear differential operator, the timedependent terms form a telescoping sum:
= \J(Zj -Z0) + J\ 2 Z,; 1(0), A ju E S, 0 < t < T.
Therefore, setting 6 = 90 -2/_i Z,, we have 9(0) = 0 and (3.5) (J9, ju) -A(9, ju) = -jyZy + /( 2 Z, 1(0) -e, /xj, ju E S, 0 < t < T.
Now, e = 9 + 2^_o Z,, and so, in view of (3.4), to establish (3.2) it suffices to show that ||0||, < Ch^r~X) for all t. This may be accomplished by the method of energy estimates if the quantity JZj + J(2j¡Zo Z,)(0) -e, appearing on the righthand side of (3.5), is of order h2ir~x) in H°. In light of (3.3) this is so if and only if e -J(2.JjZXo Z,X0) is of this order. A particularly convenient choice is e = /(2-{_o Z,)(0). With this choice (3.5) becomes (J9, ju) -A(9,h) = -(JZj -J(Zj)(0), ju), ju G S, 0 < t < T.
It then follows that 0,(0) = 0. This enables us to show that ||e,(0)||, < Chr~x, and thus to obtain the optimal order estimate on et stated in (3.1) by an analogue of Theorem 2.1. Such an estimate is essential in the nonlinear case.
Returning now to the Korteweg-de Vries equation, we define the fully discrete finite element method which will be analyzed in the next section. The definitions of the quasiprojection and perturbation we now offer will remain in effect for the remainder of the paper. These are similar to the definitions given above but are complicated by the nonlinearity and time discretization. Recall that the bar notation represents an extrapolation to t = k defined in (2.2). We now determine our finite element method by fixing values for U°, Ux, and c.
Let t £ 5be defined by (2.6) with The major result of this paper is the following theorem, which is proved in the next section.
Superconvergence
Theorem. There exists a positive constant C (depending on llMoll/-+3/+9)'SMC^ tnat 'Ih < C~x, then \en(x)\ < C(k2 + h2(r~X)), xE8,n = 0,l,...,N.
4. Proof of the Superconvergence Theorem. The first step of the proof is the estimation of the terms of the quasiprojection. As is often the case in analyses of superconvergence, an appropriately constructed family of negative-order Sobolev norms is essential. Following [5] , [1] , we fix a particular knot x E 8 and define for positive integral s Hs = Hi n Hs((x, x +1)).
The norm on this Hilbert space is the restriction of the usual norm on Hs((x, x + 1)) and will be denoted ||| • |||,. Note that Hx = H¿ with the usual norm. Since x is a node, the functions in S approximate functions in Hs well. Specifically, there is a constant C such that inf M* -plH, < C/ií-1|||<í.|||í, 4> S H'A < s < r. The constant C may be taken to be independent of x.
Proof. Note that if j < 0, the desired result holds with C = 1. Let G be the periodic function defined by
Then G E(H*)~ for all j > 0 and WGIH, < |||G|||2. It is easily checked that
We are now ready to analyze the quasiprojection. Then there is a constant C, independent of x, for which |||4mZ,.|m < Chr+2i+s, 0<t <T. Proof. It suffices to prove (3.9). From the choices of U° and (/' it follows that lk°lli + lk1||, + ||i)+e0||,<C(A2 + A'-').
By (3.7) and (2.7), we have License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
The quasiprojection was constructed so as to cancel those terms of magnitude greater than 0(k2 + A2(r_1)) entering into the right-hand side of (4.4). Since u" and Z) + w" are bounded, (4.8) follows easily. To prove (4.9), set ju = PqAo" in (4.5), getting ||JP0A^"+,||2-ü^oAÖ-'ll2 = 4k[-(2u"9", PqAO") + A(9", PqAÖ") -(Qn, P^ê")].
Again, this equation is summed over n = \,2, . . . , m < N. Because we have assumed that P0 is bounded in Hx, the inner products may be bounded in a straightforward manner to yield (4.9). This completes the proof of the superconvergence theorem.
5. Implementation. In this section we discuss the implementation of the proposed method. The key steps are summarized at the end of the section. An efficient implementation should be based on (2.3). Except in the case r = 2, the spaces 5 and S* have local bases with elements supported in at most two subintervals, and so the coefficient matrix indicated by (2.3) will have periodic banded structure. This matrix is independent of the timestep. (In case r = 2, S* has a basis consisting of quadratic 5-splines with supports in three subintervals.) The equivalent form of the method given by (2.5) should be avoided in practice since, with a usual choice of basis, it leads to a full matrix problem.
From (2.3) we see that in addition to U° = Vo and Ux = V, the quantity (e, Xx) must be computed for all x m a basis for 5*. This is accomplished by first computing the function W given by (3.7) and then using (2.6).
We shall sketch a practical procedure for the computation of U°, Ux, and (e, x*)-For simplicity we assume/' = 1, i.e., that the trial functions are quadratic or cubic. The procedure in case of higher-order elements follows along similar lines.
The initial profile is given. The space S0 is preferred to 5 since it has a local basis consisting of functions supported in only two adjacent subintervals on [0, 1]. The matrix is thus banded (without corner elements such as arise in periodic problems). Its factorization should be computed and stored as it will be used several times.
Once the functions d,mV°, m < 4, are computed, then U°, Ux, and also d™Z% are known. Next d,mZx, m < 3, must be computed using the defining equation (3.6) . Here the unknown function <j> is sought in S, and/ G H° is known. As above, one can avoid the space S in favor of S0 by computing xp G S0 such that Finally, it is now straightforward to compute the necessary inner products (e, x*) from (2.6) and (3.7).
For convenient reference we list here the major steps of the computation.
l.For/n = 0, 1, . . .,4:
1.1 solve (5.2) for xp E S0; 6 . Errors in the Data. In the proof of the superconvergence theorem we have assumed that the quantities U°, Ux, and W entering into the scheme given by (2.3) and (2.6) were taken to be Vo, V, and V, -2-¡=1 dtZ¡, respectively. In fact, it is sufficient that these values be approximated to order k2 + A2ir_I), as is sketched in the final paragraph.
Let W0 = V, -Sí«! d,Z¡, and let e0 be the corresponding solution of (2.6), i.e., (6.1) (E0,li) = -(AW0+(Ul)2,p) + A(U° + kW0,n), ju G S.
Consider the method given by (2.3) and (2.6) with U°, Ux E S + (u0, 1) and IF G S arbitrary. Supposing that the quantities \\U° -K°||" \\UX -V\\x, and A are sufficiently small, minor modifications to the argument of Section 4 yield the estimate on the error e" = u" -U"
\en(x)\ < C{k2 + A*'"1' + \\U° -V% + HI/1 -F||, (6.2) +l|e-«oll-i + ll»r-^)ll2+l|ö+e°||2},
